
Tiptoz MR 2019-2020 Schedule: Classes start Sept. 3

Time Monday Tuesday 

Time Miss Emma B. Miss Emma A.

3:45 Tiny Dancer - Pre-Level (30 min)

4:00 A playful introduction to dance with primarily Pre-Ballet 
curriculum, and some added jazz elements. A perfect first 
dance class!

4:15 Pre-Ballet / Pre-Tap Combo (45 min) Private Lesson: Performance Choreography for Soloist: Mariella

4:30 A playful introduction to dance with both Ballet  & Tap 
styles! Dancers learn rhythm and coordination, while 
gaining flexibility and core strength.

4:45 Jazz / Lyrical Combo - Level 1 (45 min)

5:00 Tap 1 (30 min) A fun and energetic class! This class will combine both Jazz 
and Lyrical styles. Dancers will learn two routines for our end 
of the year recital. This class will focus mostly on 
choreography and improvisation. Great for beginners!

5:15 A fun, upbeat class using tap shoes. Great for beginners 
and intermediate dancers. Boys and girls both enjoy this 
style of dance.

5:30 Ballet 1 (30 min) Hip Hop 1 (30 min)

5:45 A Classical Ballet based curriculum guides this 
introductory level Ballet class. A great class to build poise 
and grace.

This class builds confidence and empowers dancers to break 
out of their shell. Hip Hop is one of the most popular styles of 
dance, it’s fun, it’s great exercise, and it’s a great class for 
improving memory and focus. Great for beginners or 
intermediate dancers, both boys and girls!

6:00 Ballet 2* (30 min) Lyrical 2*   (30 min)

6:15 An intermediate level Classical Ballet class that utilities 
barre, center, adagio and grand allegro elements. Great 
for dancers looking to further their dance technique. 

A graceful and expressive style of dance that works on 
flexibility and balance, while also incorporating emotion and 
expression into dancing. (Option to make a combo with Hip Hop 2 at 
discounted rate!) 

6:30 Jazz 2* (30 min) Hip Hop 2* (30 min)

6:45 A fun, upbeat class using jazz shoes. Great for beginners 
and intermediate dancers. This style is great for building 
stamina and strength for jumps, leaps and complex 
choreography. 

Upbeat and energetic, challenging and fun! This dance class 
is great for building strength, stamina, rhythm, coordination, 
and confidence. This is a great class for beginners or 
intermediate dancers. (Option to make a combo with Lyrical 2 at 
discounted rate!) 

7:00 Tap 2* (30 min) Marion Shine Rehearsals* (30 min)

7:15 A challenging tap class that offers complex rhythms and 
series. Great for improving memory and focus. 

Private dance class for serious dancers looking to expand 
their studies outside of Marion! Dancers will attend 1-2 
conventions and 1-2 competitions during the season, in 
addition to special performance opportunities and highlight 
routines for the annual recital. (Must have instructor approval to 
join.)

7:30 Level 3 Jazz & Lyrical/ High school (45 min) Middle School Jazz/Hip Hop Class (45 min)

7:45 A high school cheer and dance team preparatory class. 
Will learn choreography quickly in Jazz and Lyrical 
styles. (Must be in 9th, 10th, 11th, or 12th grade to join.)

A class for friends to come together and create an uplifting 
environment through dance. Class will touch on both Jazz and 
Hip Hop choreography, and will include stretching, strength 
training, and some dance technique. A great class for 
beginners and intermediate dancers.  (Must be in 6th, 7th, or 8th 
grade to join.)

8:00

8:15 Private Lesson

8:30 Private pointe lesson (filled)

8:45

9:00

* Indicates 
a class 
required to 
participate 
in Shine

30 min class-$25/mo                                  
45 min class - $35/mo                               
1hr class - $45/mo         

Suggested Ages                                        
(this can vary depending on the maturity of the child and 
previous experience):                                                          
Pre-Level:  3-5 (Must be potty trained)                                            
Level 1: 5-7                                                                                   
Level 2: 7-10                                                                                          

NEW!

NEW!
NEW!


